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irmjODUGTioii 
Gonotic studies of tho required root period of seeds, 
seed shape, seed coat color, yollov; soodlinGs, Valencia plant 
type and brachytio, dv/arf plants in tho common peanut are re­
ported in this papor. Bionotric tests for associations of the 
first five of those cnarnctors ainonr; thor,selves and v;ith 17 
others are also preaontGd, Tlio above naniod characters with the 
exception of rest period of seeds v/oro tho only onos of iJ3 vrhich 
Gave evident ;.:ondolian ratios in a nuribor of crosses of differ­
ent varieties of cultivated peanuts. 
These varieties are all /jnorican typos v/hlch fall naturally 
into three groups: runner, Spanish and Valencia, This classi­
fication is not entirely in agreement with tho earlier system 
of Ghovalior (1933) or Hayes (19SS), but is tho only grouping 
which seenod satisfactory for tho present purpose, 
Tlio nmnor sroup includes tlio Vircinia and common runnor 
variotios, which are definitely prostrate oxcopt Virginia 
Bunch v/hich is somi-oroct. This croup has dark c^oen foliace, 
occasionally throe seeds in a nut, lonj; seeds, russet sood 
coat, and its seeds roqulro a rest period of at least several 
weot:s after r.aturity before cersuinating under averar^o field 
conditions, Tho Spanish group, knovm sonotinos as Littlo l.hito 
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Gpanisli, consists of croct typos, v;itl: light creen foliaso, 
vory rarely if ever r.ore than two seeds in a nut, short seeds, 
tan seed coat, and most of the seeds require no rest period at 
all, Tlie Valencia group includes the varieties Tennessee Red, 
Tennessee '.Vhite, and Porte Alegre, Tliis group is cliarnctorized 
by many tliree- and four-seeded nuts and by a very sparse 
branching habit. The varieties naned are all erect but 
Chevalier (19:^3) describes two African foms ^ ijhich possess the 
distincuisUinG characters and are fully prostrate. The foliace 
is dark croon, seeds short or lonc» seed coat purple, rod, rus­
set or tan, and most seeds require no rest period. This clas­
sification of the varieties of A-rachis hyp0F.Qea is further sup­
ported by the Genetic evidence of duplicate f^cnes to bo discus­
sed later. 
Two other species of peanuts, Arachls I^'oinbyQuarao and 
A, Rastoiro are cultivated to a limited extent in Brazil and 
a selected strain of each ms included in the present studios. 
Chevalier (1933) states that these two species are nerely dis­
tinct races of ^  hypop;aoa. 
This vlev/ of Chevalier has not been conti'adicted by 
cytolocical ovidonco as roviov;ed and reported by Iluoted (1033), 
There seems to be little doubt ttiut the three cultivated 
species of peanuts have typically 40 diploid or 20 haploid 
chromosomes, Husted's report of secondary pairinf; and of 
irregularities in meiosis v;ith the occurronco of univalents, 
trivalents, quadrivalonts, and rin^s of as mny as six indi­
cates polyploidy, probably totraploidy, Tetraploidy is also 
indicated by several pairs of duplicate genes, reported by 
Hayes (1933) and in the present paper. The probable occurrence 
of SO-chromosome types anom^ the wild species of South Arcerica 
is thus sugsested. If irregular associations at meiosis are 
frequent unusual ratios will be found with somo characters. 
The statement of Radainl (1920), that some characters Give 
siniple ratios in certain crosses and conplox series in others, 
is sugcestive. 
Previous Inhoritance studies with Peanuts 
These nay bo summarized as follows: 
1, Red seed dojainant to russet or tan (3:1), Van der atok 
(1910), Dadami (1928), Gtokos and Hull (1930), Hayes (1933). 
2, Prostrate habit dominant to oroot, Badani two factors, 
Hayes (15:1). 
3, Chlorophyll; three factors with triple dominant dark 
f.;roon and triple recessive albino, Dadani, 
4, Oark red stem dominant to li^ht rod (3:1), Hayes; 
violet tinge dominant, appears to be associated with hardiness, 
Badaifii. 
5, Lone seed dominant to sliort (15:1), Hayos. 
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6, Fertile dooinant to sterile, coniplementary^ (15:1), 
Hayes. 
7, L'onaal leaf dominant to orinliled leaf, conpleinentary^ 
(15:1), Hayes, 
a. Leaf rachis presence dominant to absence, coniplerr.en-
tary^ (15:1) Hayes. 
9. iio constriction on nuts double dotainant, two factors, 
RaUami, 
10, Leaflet sizo intermediate in i,-\ and 7.-ido rnnse in 7,, 
Badami, 
11, Larco nut dominant to aiiall, throe factors, Hadaini, 
12, Porlcarp thickness, five factors; thin pericarp linked 
with pyeitiy soed, Badami, 
13, Deep reticulations on pericarp dominant to shallow, at 
least four factors, iJadami, 
14, Hairy stcan dominant to less hairy, Badani, 
15, Throe- or many-seeded pods dominant to leas than throe-
soodod, at least throe factors, Hadami, 
16, Lons cro^'lng season dominant to short, Dadami, 
17, liirly fading flov;ers dominant to late, Hayes, 
18, Deeply colored corolla dominant to lij-'^it, Hayos, 
^Hayes (19K3), evidently uses tho term complementary to 
doacribo tho interaction of two pairo of genes which aro ordi­
narily termed duplicates. 
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19, Hod color on loaflot vein dominant to its absence, 
Hayes, 
20, Sine leaf shape dominant to Valencia shape, Hayes, 
21, Required rest period of seeds partially dominant to 
its absonce. Stokes and Hull, 
22, Variegated seed due to rupture of seed coat as found 
in ^  Nambyquarae partially dominant to its absence in 
A, hypof^aoa, Stokes and Hull, 
Badani found droufjht resistance asoociatod with dark fproon 
loaf. Hayes states, "Mo characters that oxliibit clean-cut 
30{:regation show any connoction v/ith ono another," He reports 
that eight characters: length of leaves, length of petiole, 
length of rachis (loaf), length of sJioath, width of leaves, 
corolla color, hairs on potiole, and number of seeds, all 
showed marked correlations with each other. 
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GZIBHAL rXllIODS MiD r.'.ATERIALS 
Natural cross pollination is ^ onerally conceded to be 
rare in peanuts. No plants of hybrid appearance have been 
found anong pure strains of diverse typo tocethor at the 
Florida station for a number of years. Now strains orif-inatod 
by selection of sincle plants have been xmiforci and constant, 
A Group of pure strains was obtained by isolatin/^ single 
plants from each of tho distinct American varieties or typos 
of cultivated peanuts. Hybrids wore secured by hand pollina­
tion and grown in field cultures with the parent strains, 
Rocordo vxero made of 23 characters in the different lots. If 
no definite classification of a charnctor was possible numeri­
cal Grades wore used, Tiio oxperlmonts wore designed primarily 
for a study of tho inhoritanco of tho required rest period of 
soeds which was soraotinos detrimental to tho study of other 
characters. Rest period is of first importance in peanut im­
provement work in Florida, for which purpose this experiment 
was conducted. 
Pedigree numbers of tho selected strains of peanuts and 
the stock from which they originated are listed below. 
No. 1, from on improved strain of Spanish Peanuts fur­
nished by Mr, J, li, Beattio of the U, 3, D. A, 
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No, 3, from a solectod strain of Spanish originated at the 
Florida station by a single plant selection in 1921, 
Ho, 4, fron Tennessee Red, 
I<o, 6, from Tennessee v;hite. 
No, 7, from Valencia, 
No, 8, from Florida Runner, 
I'iO, 9, from Vireinia Runnor, 
No, 11, from Virginia Bimch, 
Ko, 12, from spanisli. 
No, 13, from Spanish, variety I.:acspan fron the Texas lix-
porinent Station, 
No, 14, from Jimbo Hunner, 
No, 15, from the subspocies, Naiabyquarao, 
No, 21, from the subspecies, Rasteiro, 
No, 221, from Dixie Giant, an unusually larGO-sooded 
strain of Jumbo Runnor typo selected by Mr, J, H, Boattio of 
tho U, 3, D, A, 
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RE'iUinSD REST FlilRIOD OF SEEDS 
It has been shown by Stokes and Hull (1930) that peanut 
sQcds which require a rest poriod will imbibe large amounts of 
water if placed in moist sand, aud nay renain in that condi­
tion many months before Gonninatine, Embryos of such peanuts 
give no extoi'iial indication of chance after the seeds are 
nature and befoi'e Germination begins. Presiimably cheriical or 
pliysical changes occur internally to brin^^ the rest period to 
an end. The term "after-ripening" has been used by physiolo­
gists to refer collectively to such changes (iJillor, 1931), 
and is so used in this paper, 
stokes and Hull also reported that peanuts of the Spanish 
and Valencia groups required little or no rest poriod while 
those of the runner group required a rest period of several 
weeks or more. Hybrid seeds produced by applying the pollen of 
runner plants to the stigmas of Spanish plants required rest 
periods intonaediato in duration to those of selfed seeds from 
the parents. This indicates that rest poriod is controlled to 
a large extent by the genotype of the embryo itself and not 
entirely, if at all, by that of maternal tissue. 
The situation in small grains, as reported by Deming and 
Robertson (1933), must be quite similar. They found marked 
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difforencos among common strains of wheat, oats, and barley 
in ability of the seeds to geminate v/ithin 10 days after har­
vest, An i'l hybrid of Mariiuis and Federation \viioats was more 
like the donnant r.arquis parent, indicating some degree of domi­
nance. 
Inheritance of proniatviro germination in naise has been ex­
tensively studied by several workers, notably Mangelsdorf (1930). 
At least 15 rocessive gones were found to affect premature ger­
mination, some of the genes wore complemontary in action v.hile 
others bohavocl as duplicates, triplicates, or quadruplicates. 
Delayed gerraination after maturity is apparently unknown in 
ciaize while preraatui*e gerraination has not boon definitely iden­
tified in peanuts but is suspected of occurring occasionally. 
The inlioritanco of required rest period of peanut seeds 
was studied further v;ith selected strains of the several groups 
and hybrids botwoon thesn, Host periods v/ero measured by har­
vesting individual plants v;hon a charactoristic stage of matur­
ity was reached and planting the shelled seeds 10 days later 
in a groenhouso. Considerable variation in the stage of matur­
ity of nuto on a alnglo plant usually existed. Those used for 
the tests of rest period v/oro so looted v;ithin a narrow range 
judged by the color dovolopod on the innor surface of the hull. 
By selecting tho older seeds of plants slightly imr^ntui'o and 
the younger seeds of those fully mature it was possible to se­
cure samples well balanced in tliat respect. 
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Tilo seeds were planted in boxes of clean sand to a depth 
of one-half inch and left undistxirbed until they onercQd as 
seedlings. Conditions under which seeds requirinc no further 
rest would erierge in 6 to 12 days were inaintained continuously. 
The temperature of the sand was noasured with a self-recording 
instrument and found to range from 10°C. to 35®C. IIo\TOvor, 
these extrOiiies were not often reached. Differences in mean 
monthly teinperat^ures throughout the entire year were not 
groator than 6°C, Moisture control v.as effected by saturating 
the sand thoroughly v/lienover it was dry on tiio surface. Under 
tiiese conditions germination was uaually satisfactory and was 
otiually higli in more dormant and less dorriant families as shown 
in Table V. 
Since it was impossible to control temperature and mois­
ture closely, experiments to test their effects on the rate of 
aftor-riponing were conducted, Tliose tests also provided in­
formation on the general shape of the after-ripening curve 
which has been useful in interpreting genetic data. 
Seeds of the Florida ilunnor Variety which have a long 
rest reciuiromont were placed in storage after harvest in cold 
rooms at -15°C,, 0®C,, 3°c,, and 5°C,, in an open shed at 
20-25°G,, and in incubators at 30°C., 40°C,, and 50°C.^ Three 
otlior samples were stored in the slied in dessicator clvambers 
^Dy courtesy of the Departments of Horticulture and Plant 
Pathology, Florida lixperiment ^jtation. 
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over water, ovor a drying agent, and with no reagent and the 
lid slightly lifted, A tliird test v/as irade with seeds of Span­
ish strain^ No, 1, t^ich had the least rest requirement of any 
available, to learn if the need of a rest period in such seeds 
would reappear or increase at lower temperatures. One lot was 
hold in the shod continuously after harvest, a second was held 
in the shed 48 hours and then at 3°C., and a third was held in 
the shod 10 days and than at 3°C, Sub-sanples of 10 seeds 
were taken from each lot of every test at weekly intervals, or 
nor.e often when necessary, and planted in the ,'greenhouse to 
detomino the rest roquirenent still remainins. 
Principal results of ternperature toots are pictured in 
Figures 1 and 2, 'llio curves in those ficurea were dram firee-
hand througli the plotted points with a broad application of 
the principle of fitting by least squares. It may be seen in 
Figure 1 that after-riponing proerossed rapidly at higlier 
teiTiperatures and much more slowly at lov/er tenperaturoo. Also 
the curves of shed storace aral 40°C, cut abruptly into the 
base line or tlireshold of gernination indicating no reaction 
end-point at that level, Tlie same effect was observed in six 
other curves not presented hero. An apparent asymptotic ap­
proach of one low tomperatiu'o curve in Figure 1 to the base 
lino is thought to bo not real since periodicity with minima 
^Origins of pure strains given on page 9, 
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and raaxiina at different levels was observed In all low temper­
ature curves of Florida Runner seeds. 
Rest period quickly disappeared with Spanish seeds stored 
in the shod continuously as shown in the lovrer curve of B'icure 
2, The center curve sliows that transfer from the shod to 3°C, 
at about the time rest requirement disappeared caused a rapid 
increase of rest period for a few days followed by a slow 
decline. In the upper curve it appears that transfer to 3°c, 
eight days later did not result in a neamirable rest period 
until after about 10 days of cold storaoo, Prosxjnvably the 
after-ripening process had procressed oomo distance bolov/ the 
threshold of germination in eight days and the succeeding 10 
days of cold storaoo v/ere occupied in reversing and retuminc 
it to that lovol. 
Moisture contents of the three lots of Florida Runner 
aoods in dossicator chambers wore 7 per cent, 9 por cent, and 
IG per cent at 45 days after harvest when most of thom \toro 
through tho rest period. Mo consistent difforoncos in rates 
of after-ripening were found. 
It is concluded from tho several temperature and moisture 
tests that those factors v/ore controlled sufficiently to pro­
vide reasonable accuracy in rest period determinations. Tliero 
is no evidence of sudden changes in toraperattire being effootive 
in breaking or inducing dormancy. This is particularly gratify 
ing since such changes v/ere sometimes unavoidable in the groen-
house. 
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The slope of the shod storage curve in Figure 1 is a mea­
sure of the relative rates of after-ripening in seeds stored in 
the shed and planted in tho greenhouse, Tliat curve has a slope 
of about four and one-lialf. The mean slope of it and two other 
shod storage curves is about two. All of these curves are es­
sentially straight lines so it is conoluded that the practice of 
delaying planting 10 days after maturity has cut off abovjt 20 
days from tho left end of the range of rest period in inlieri-
tance studies. Unfortunately, delayed planting was neoosaary 
because the seeds could not be hulled without injury before 
they were partially cured. Hulling vras nocesoary to obtain ac­
curate counts and to estimate maturity and because there were 
great differences in thickness and texture of the hulls in dif­
ferent strains. 
Data on the root periods of pure strains of peanuts and 
their hybrids are summarized in Tables I to VII, Table I in­
cludes tho less dormant strains of tho Spanish and Valencia 
groups while Table II includes tlie more dormant strains of tho 
runner group and ^  Nambyq\iarae and ^  Rasteiro, Tablo III in­
cludes one Fj and three F, hybrids with the data on their parents 
repeated for convenience. Most of the rest period tests wero 
made with four crosses between Spanish and runner peanuts on 
Fg seeds of three of them and both F3 and F4 of the fourth, 
Tho data on this latter cross are sumirarized in Table IV and 
the F4 distributions of a sample of its families are given 
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in Table V, Moan rest periods of all of the hybrids tested 
and their parents are sumnarized in Rible VII, 
Tlie tables include frequency distributions of both single 
seeds and plant raeans in terns of days from plantine to cmer-
gence, lleana, variances, standard errors of the means, num­
bers tested, and Rormination porcontacos are also piven. Fre­
quencies are expressed by percentage in each class for oase of 
ccaaparison, 
A spiu't of early enorgence occurred in all but the nost 
dorinant lots, usually on the eiglith day after planting but 
varying from tho sixth to tho twelfth with different strains 
and with slight variations in environnont. This first spurt 
was thought to mark tho point of zero days rest period but 
since it was not definite in the more don:iant lots no gonercd 
conversion of tho data into terras of rest period was made, 
Tho upper limit of first classes of tho frequency distribu­
tions was sot at 17 days aftor planting to include tho few 
v;oak stragglers which really belonged to tho first class. 
Daily omergonco was very low in tho first two or three weeks 
succeeding the first spurt so it is really unimportant whether 
the upper limit of the first class bo set at 13 or 25 days 
aftor planting. It must bo understood, however, that frequen­
cies of first classes of single seed distributions consist al­
most wholly of seeds with no rest requirement at planting time. 
If accurate conversions of the data into terms of rost period 
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could bo made, the modes and almost the entire frequencies of 
first classes would bo foxmd at zero. 
This fact is to be roiienbered in searchinc for causes of 
the very raorked stcovmess of most of the frequency distributions, 
Tlio search must be directed first to the distributions of 
single seeds since those of plant means nay have been conplicatod 
by the process of averasing. The general situation can be ob­
served to the best advantage in Tables I, II, and V where dif­
ferent strains and hybrid fanilios arc arrayed in order of mean 
number of days to omergence, Tliere is no apparent difference in 
the distributions of pure strains and hybrid far.ilies except 
greater dispersion of the latter which is no doubt duo to 
genetic variance. The loss dorinant far.ilios have highly 
skov;od distributions v/ith very pronounced nodes at zero days 
rest. Proceeding to more dormant ti^pes, the modes bocono less 
pronounood and finally movo away from iioro. Still lower in 
the tables, distributions are found with two modos one of which 
is at zero. Finally the most dorraant families liave only ono 
mode near the center of a naarly syn;r.otrlcal distribution. 
Thero aro some exceptions to this picture but the general 
scheiae is clear enough. 
An apparently false mode is found at zero days rest re­
gardless of the position of the sarr.plo on the range V7lth t\TO 
exceptions, V/here the true mode is located Juot above zero it 
oversliadows the false mode at zero, V/hero the range of the 
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sample is far to the risht no false mode at zero is apparent 
and the distribution is generally 3:v'Tanietrical, It is to bo 
rocallcd that about 20 days of tlie loft end of the ran^^e were 
cut off by delaying ploBtins to 10 days after maturity, Tliis 
addition could hardly be expocted to ohanco tlie r^eiinral pic­
ture very much. Kor does it seem reasonable to suppose chat 
a different environment, o.g, storage at low temperature for a 
few days between maturity and planting, would have eliminated 
skewness. The data suj^est multiple ;jone inheritance v?ith the 
Genetic ranco or ranso of monotype oxtondinc ^voll to tlie loft 
of the zero point of the physical charactor. 
It is not impossible that the condition built up in seeds 
by the so-called after-riponine process nay already exist in 
some seeds at maturity in doproos woll above the requirement 
for eormination. It has boen ahovm tliat tlio process very prob­
ably continuos beyond tho lemiination threshold after maturity 
in seeds having some initial rest requirement. Inheritance 
of this condition by tho familiar quantitative schomo would 
appear possible so it is probably unnecessary to suppose any 
special typo of ceno interaction but only that tho lower phys­
ical limit of rest period is found woll up on tho gonetic 
ranso. 
Roturnlne to distributions of plant means, it is more 
than likely that the location of their modes slisiitly above 
those of the distributions of single seeds is due to nearly 
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every plant having at least a fevr seeds requiring some rest 
period. Since none can have necative rest periods the plant 
neans are almost altiays sonewhat greater than zero days rest. 
Frequency distributions of seven other quantitative char­
acters in the saiae cultures were found to be conerally sym­
metrical with one exception. Distributions of seed-cells 
(ovules) per plant are narkedly skewed to the loft but much 
loss so than thoso of rest period. It is not unlikely that the 
principal cause of skomxcss is, as svicsested vfith rest period, 
extension of tho gonetic range bolovi the sore point of the 
physical character, Hayes (1933) presento six distributions 
from tho F, f^enoration of one cross, four of which appear a:/m-
notrlcal. The distribution of numbor of seeds is vory similar 
to that of number of sced-cells noted above in tJie preaont 
study, Hayes classod number of hairs on potlolo in six cvaAoa 
by observation and derived a distribution slln'itly skovrod to 
the ri^ht but actual counts misht have produced sirmmotry. 
Since experimental errors wore larso In rest period tests 
and otandard errors of skewed distributions must bo rejected, 
it la desirable to consider an estimate of {genetic variance in 
hybrid families boforo comparing wean values. Ho comprehen­
sive calculations were possible but an ootimate v/as obtained 
from tho two Fa families whoso P4 distributions are shown at 
tho bottom of Table V, Heithor distribution Is badly distorted. 
Analyses of tho F4 variances into botv/een and within F3 
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familios are shown in Table VI, In both cases the naan 
squares between F3 fanilios are highly significant. Since the 
two families lie towards one extreme of the ranse where less 
genetic variance is expected and since a narked decrease in 
genetic variance is expected with each generation of self-
fertilization, a significant pix)portion of genetic variance 
must have occurred generally tliroughout the Fa and Fg hybrid 
populations. 
Comparisons of the less dormant pure strains in Table I 
by standard errors of differences cannot bo nade because of 
skevmoss of their distributions, llov^over, the two tests on 
strain Ho. 7 span most of the table so that the existence of 
more than throo gonetic types is not demonstrable fron the 
data. The more dormant strains aro compared by standard errors 
of differencos in Table II (b). Since strain Ho. 11 is sig­
nificantly different from both strains 21 and 8 which aro at 
opposite ends of the rango, it is probable that throo genetic­
ally distinct types, if not more, aro present. Further infor­
mation on the pure strains of both groups appears in their 
breeding behavior as shown in Table VII where comparisons of 
two strains of one group in crosses with a single strain of 
the other group aro possible. The comparisons are (21, 14 x 
7)^, (7, 3 X 21), (7, 1 x 14), (7, 115 x 14), (1, 13 x 14), 
^Origins of pure strains used as parents are given on 
page 9, 
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(14, 8 X 13) and {3, 13 x 8), In five of tlieso ooven compari­
sons the hybrid n^eans and noans of the non-recurront parents 
lie in the order expected by the usual theory of quantitative 
inheritance which order is unchanged by the qualification of a 
large portion of the genetic range bein^ hidden. The tTO ex­
ceptions involve Fa tests with small numbers of seeds. Five of 
the conparisons are betvxeen strains of the less dornant 
with four of theni in the expected order indicating probable 
gonctic differences in that group. 
Relative positions of the irjoans of parent strains, .'i, and 
Inter generation hybrids may bo studied in Table VII. It is 
first nocoDsary, liov/ovor, to recognize distortions arising from 
an excess of oxi>orLmontQl errors near uero and frora delay of 
planting in rest period tests until 10 days after maturity. Ex­
perimental errors, arising from accidental variations in devel­
opment of seeds and in thoir environment during rest period 
tests, wore largo, negative errors could not extend below zero 
days rest while positive errors v.ero not restricted. These 
errors cannot be calculated but it riay be noted that parent 
strains v;ore uniforoi in other rospccts and apparently very 
nearly homosygouo, Also, more than 50 per cent of the fre­
quency of each less donaant parent is concentrated in a narrow 
interval centering on about oight days after planting. It is 
concludod that the true positions of loss dormant parents are 
not above that point or that their positions on the genetic 
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ranQO are not above the point of zero days rest period with 
the present scale of nieasurcrient. Parenthetically, it may be 
stated that unequal limitation of positive and negative ex­
perimental errors appears to explain adequately skowness in 
the distributions of less dormant pure strains. 
Rest period tests wore planted 10 days after maturity, 
and it has been establislied that the time frora planting to 
csaerGenco was about 20 days less than if plantinss had been 
made iirmediately. However, seeds having less than 20 days 
rest requirement at mturity could not liavo thoir tino to 
emergence shortened by more than the length of the initial 
rest reqviiromont, and those having no rest requirenent at 
.•maturity would, in either plantinp, havo usually required 
oi^lit days to onorge, Errors in more dornant parent strains 
and probably in the Kj may bo corrected by adding 20 days to 
the means, Saiaples having no initial rest requirement need 
no correction while intermediate saciplos need an indotominato 
correction of sonothlns loss than 20 days, 
Tlie i'j comparison is further handicapped by failure to ob­
tain a test on the noro dormant parent because of constantly 
poor quality of its seeds. For exaiiplo, strain No, 14, from 
the same variety, has a mean of 154 days and the ranso of the 
more dormant group is 112 to 210, The moan of the loss dornant 
parent can hardly be sreater tlian eight days if correotion for 
unequal experimental errors is made. The sample of 10 v\ seeds 
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has a raean of 110 days. All of these values are subject to 
correction for delay in planting. The correction is 20 days 
for the greater parent and and probably sosnewhat leas for 
the losser parent, Kowover, if the maximum correction is made 
on the leaser parent, the parental mid-point may be expected in 
the range of 80 to 129 days, probably near 101, If the lesser 
parent is a minimum typo with no rest roquironont after maturity 
and needing no correction, 10 days should be subtracted from 
these parental mid-point values. The corrected mean of the 
is 130 days with standard error of 12 but from the data of 
Table II the standard error of 10 gonetically uniform seeds on 
tlie upper part of the range is calculated at about 30 days, 
I^arlier tests, Stokes and Hull (1930), found tho emergence of 
four seeds of as laany different crosses to be intermediate 
between that of their parents in each case. It is concluded 
from tho combined i\ data that tho I'j position is probably 
slightly above tho parental mid-point. 
Comparisons of lator generation hybrids with their ro-
spoctivo parental raid-points are also somev/hat indefinite be­
cause correction for tho errors noted above cannot bo uado 
accurately, Means of tlie greater parents are incroaood 20 
days by correction for delay in planting while corrected means 
of lessor parents cannot be less than eight nor greater than 
28 days. Hybrid means are subject to corrections for both 
delay in planting and unequal experimental error. The first 
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correction is an increase of something loss than 20 days; the 
second is a decrease of probably a similar amount. If minimuni 
corroctod values of the lesser parents are acoepted and no cor­
rect ions are applied to hybrid noana, the corroctod parental mid­
points excced the various hybrid ce^^orations by 25, 54, -3, 49, 
44, 23, 40, and 35 days respectively in the order listed in 
Table VII. Those difforoncos are, with one exception, rauch 
creator tlian any corrections which niyiit belong to tho hybrid 
rioans, Tho exception is based on small samples. There can bo 
littlo doubt that moan rest roquirenonts of later Gonoration 
hybrids are distinctly lower than tho parental nid-points. 
Presentation of the behavior of rest period is completed 
with transcrossivo segregation, Tho moot striking example is 
i'i family Ho, 03-77, shown at the bottom of Table V, The mean 
gain of tho F4 aoeds of this family ovor tho groator parent 
io 111 days with standard error of gain of 15, Loss marked 
but probably significant transcrossivo aogrogationo wore ob­
tained in the three othor crossoo of Spanish and runnor 
strains, 
Tho behavior of rest period in hybrids of unlike parents 
is unique in that tho frequency distributions of later gonor-
ations are highly aicewod, and probably in that tho is nearer 
to tho parental mid-point t>ian are the moons of later genera­
tion hybrids. Perhaps those two variations from tho usual 
picture are manifestations of a single causal factor. 
The data that aro pnrtially prosentod in Table V strongly 
indicato tliat sono skovmess nay be caused by the genetic range 
extending bolow the zero point of the physical character. If 
that is the only important cause and the inheritance of rest 
period is otherwise the familiar quantitative type, nonual dis­
tributions Qhould occur if the restriction on neasuring rest 
period could be lifted. Distributions of fjeno frequency and 
probably of genotype value are noimal. Dominance uay be 
noglocted in later hybrid gcnoration distributions. All of 
tlie samples of later hybrids, except the F5 of cross (1 x 14), 
have nore than GO per cent of their frequency on the visible 
i-ango of rest period. If the upper one-lialf of each distribu­
tion is an undistortod half of a noinal distribution, the 
nodians on the physical rango approximate the means on the 
genetic range and the moans approximte the parental mid-points, 
Guch calculations place the loss dorr.,ant parents from 20 to 
130 days to the loft of tho point of no rest requirement at 
Kiaturity, Tho genotic rango must bo extended 110 days or more 
still farther to tho loft to allov; for transgressivo segrega­
tion equal to that obtained in tho opposite direction, Tho 
is v;ell above tho hypothetical mid-point of its paronts but 
its relation to tho greater parent is unchanged. 
An alternative hypothesis is that seeds of any genotj'pe 
other than tho minimum possoss some rest roquirernent or that 
tho gonotic rango does not extend farther to the loft than 
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tho point of no rest requirenont at maturity. The limit raiglxt 
bo assumed at any lovjor point but it soeras unnecessary to con­
sider such possibilities for the present, A limit on tho 
genetic range cannot of itself cause skovmoss but a limit at 
the point suggeated coupled with some special t^/pe of gene 
Interaction might have given rise to the present situation. 
No scheme that is consistent with tho data has boon discovered 
nor has it boon possible to demonstrate that one does not 
oxist. 
The hypothesis that inheritanco of rest poriod diffors 
from tho usual nuantitative typo only in that tho zero point 
of the physical character Ilea well up on the gonotic range 
seemo preferable bocause of greater simplicity and because it 
is strongly suggeated by tho data. 
Apparently it will be safe to direct breeding operations 
as though the hypothesis was correct. Peanut improveraent may 
frequently involve hybridization of Spanish or Valoncia strains 
with runner or other more donnant strains. Strains of hybrid 
origin may also be used in further crossing. Usually it will 
bo desired to recover as long or oven longer rost period than 
is found in tho more dormant parent. Strains of the Spanish 
and Valencia groups may be expected to have negative breeding 
values even though they exJiibit mean rest periods up to 50 
days or more v/ith the present accuracy of testing. Relative 
breeding values of both less donnant and more dormant strains 
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my be expected to follow the aarao order as the tests on 
their own seeds but the possibility of sons combinations prov­
ing particularly satisfactory or unsatisfactory cannot be en­
tirely overlooked, 
Host period tests will usually be deferred until later hy­
brid generations when only a anall proportion of solectod lines 
is still retained. The probability of recovering rest require­
ment in satisfactory anounts in such lines is lessoned by the 
skewed distributions. It is desirable to know wliot proportion 
of i'a, F3» and later generation families nay bo expected to re­
tain satisfactory rest requirement, A partial answer is found 
in Table IV, particularly with the distribution of F3 families. 
The 944 F3 plants were tested with an average of 30 seeds. 
About five per cent wore as great as the fjreater parent. This 
five per cent of satisfactory P3 plants cane from 25 por cent 
of the Fa plants but five per cent of the P', plants contributed 
nearly one-half of them. It would seem tliat weak seloction, 
ouch as might be provided by delaying harvest two or three 
weeks after maturity, could bo helpful in olininatins loss 
donuant typos in the earlier generations. However, such prac­
tice may not always bo foasiblo. Since 75 por cent or more of 
genes affecting rest period are probably fixed in tho F3 gen­
eration, it is clear that approximately five por cent of later 
generation lines chosen at random from {1 x 14) crosses may 
be expected to have as long rest requirement as the greater 
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parent. Three other crosses have given very sinilar results 
in F3 so it wotild appear that the conclusion just made nicht 
apply in ucst crosses of more doraant and loss dorsaint strains. 
The possibility of rooovering longor rest period in hybrid 
strains than is found in the greater parent has been indicated 
by laarked segregation above the greater parents in several 
crosses. 
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SEED Sft\?E 
Spanish peanuts have short, nearly spherical seeds while 
the seeds of runnor peanuts are oblong. Varieties of tho 
Valencia group have seeds scxaewhat distorted in sliapo by being 
closely packed in the many-seeded nuts, Hayes (1953) has re­
ported lone seed dominant TTlth a 15:1 ratio in a cross of 
Valencia with sine. Sine is a runnor varioty and v;as doacribod 
as short-needod v;hich is cortainly unusual in tho runnor eroup, 
Tho I'a and Fg plants of crossos (1 x 14), (13 x 14), (3x8), 
and (13 X 0) secaiod to fall rather easily into tliree classos: 
short-seeded, intonaediate, and lonc-seodod. There was, how­
ever, considerable variation in the sliape of seeds from any 
one plant, Uo attempt \.txa made to classify single seeds because 
their sliape is often sliglitly distorted, TJie intoraediate 
group of plants was so truly intermediate that daiinanco of 
either shape was not detected, comparison of tho data of the 
several crossos v/ith an hypothesis of single Gone inheritance 
and no dominance is presented in Table VIII, Agreomont v/ith 
the exTJocted ratios is quite satisfactory throughout. 
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SECD COAT COLOR 
Seed coat color of poanuto varies from dark purple through 
rod, russet, and tan to nearly white. One strain of 
A« Norabyquarae lacks the outer, pigmented layer of the seed 
coat and its seeds are paper white, svery report tliat has ap­
peared thus far on inhoritanco in peaxmts has included 3:1 
ratios of red to russet or tan. Other color differences have 
not been considered, Tlie present study deals v/ith russet and 
tan as they occur in runner and Spanish peanuts, 
Tho Fa and P3 plants in cross (1 x 14) and the plants 
of crosses (13 x 14), (3x0), and (13 x 8) v/ero classified 
as having russet, intermediate, or tan seeds, Tho proportions 
of intomiediatoa obtained \7ere so siriall that they were finally 
cccibined with the russet classes which had the {jreator numbers, 
Russot is clearly doninant but the difference between rxissot 
and tan is so slight that correct classification is not easily 
accomplished in every case. Samples of parent strains of tho 
same year's crop wore kept at hand while tho classifications 
wore mado since the color gradually darkens after the seeds 
are harvested. Those plants whoso seeds wore as liglit as the 
darkost variations of Spanish parents were classed as tan 
while tho others wore finally all classed as russet, Tlie data 
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are stunaarized in Table EC and ccenparod with an hypothesis of 
single gone inheritance with russet dominant which they fit 
very closely. 
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YELLOV; SEEDLirGS 
Badami (1920) reported triplicate geno inhoritanco of 
chlorophyll in peanuts with the triple dominant dark creen and 
the triple reooaaive albino. The statement suGgests that the 
double and single dominants were lighter greon than the triple. 
Yellovf aoodlinsa in the present caae v;ero probably control­
led by duplicate genes with green fully dominant and tlio yoUow 
plants somotimos sliowitig faint traces of groen. It is unlikely 
that those yellow seedlings are identical with the albinos 
which Badami observed, 
Crosoos involving five strains of Spanish, four of runnor, 
four from tlio Valencia group, and ono each from ^  Kambyquarae 
and ^  Rasteiro have been studied. All crossos of Spanish x 
runnor liave produced yollow Fa seedlings. No croosoo involving 
the Valencia group of ^  Rastoiro have produced thorn, 
A. Nombyquarae lias behaved as the runnor group. It has boon 
learned through correspondence with Dr. L, Ilustod, University 
of Virginia and Dr. D, B, Higgins, Georgia Sxporiiaont Station 
that theoe results have boon confirmed with a nxuabor of crosnoa 
involving the Spanish, runnor, and Valencia groups in their 
cultures, Hayes (1933) reported a cross of Valencia with a 
runner strain but noted no yellow plants. 
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Yellov? seedlings have not appeared in ^  i and only in low 
frequency in i-a but uith groator frequenoy in the F3 of sane 
faiailies. This evidence strongly suggested duplicate gene in­
heritance with green dcmiinant and also that the genotypes 
^l^l^S^S* ^lll^gLg* and L^LiLgLg might be assigned respectively 
to the Spanish, runner, and Valencia groups of peanuts. In­
heritance studies of yellow seedlings have been made prin­
cipally in four crosses involving Spanish and rimnor strains, 
Tho data of the cross (1 x 14) which was studied most exten­
sively are presented in Table X, It soon becano apparent that 
very fow families appeared in this or other crosses with ratios 
as lovi* as 3:1, Consequently a few P3 progenies wore selected 
because of low ratios in seedling progeny tests with tho ex­
pectation tliat only raonohybrid plants would bo included. Those 
were continuod anothor generation and seedling tests wore made 
on F4 plants, Tho ratios of true and segregating F4 families, 
and green and yellow F5 seedlings are shown in the last two 
entries of tho table. Tlio doficioncy of yellows in the F5 
tost is too great to bo ascribed to chance nor can it bo ex­
plained by differential germination since tho segregating 
families germinated equally with their aibs. Since tho defic­
iency appeared in monohybrid families, it could not bo due to 
linkage of duplicate genes. Other possiblo causes, o.g, ab­
normal behavior at meiosis, must bocome evident in unequal num­
bers of effective garaotos or in differential viability of 
zygotes. 
attenpt was nade to dotemine as closely as possiblo 
^^nnetic ratios of both sexes and differential viability of zy­
gotes. It was assiuned after a preliminary inspection of tho 
data that ganetes containing one or more dominant genes were 
produced in equal nvimbera and v«3re equally viable. The ratio 
of fully i-ecossive caniotes to those of any ono dominant class 
was defined as q. The Gonotic proportion for ono sex of tho 
monohybrid was then vrritten 
and for tho diliybrid 
1 . 1 . 1 . q _ 
TTq * ^ ttq tt-q ^ + q " ^  
Identical equations with q' served for tho other sex in both 
casos. It was further asounied that zycotos with one or more 
dominant genes \7er0 equally viable and that the ratio of via­
bilities of dominant and recessive ayeotos was (l:w), 
Dofinins; 
T - rocordod number of dominant proceny breodinc 
true, 
3 «« recorded number of dominant progeny sogrocating, 
Y " recorded number of rocoaaive progeny, 
and omitting intemodiate steps, it is possible to write for 
tho case of self-fertilization of a monohybrid. 
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g + q* ^ 
T 
q,q» a X . i 
t w 
and for a dihybrid 
q + 0* « 22. - 2 
^ - 3T 3 
qq» = Z5C , i 
T W . 
It is of no advanta-:-;© to treat the dihybrid and monohybrid 
procony of t/:o diliybrid separately since tJioy do not provide 
indopondont equations. Also they cannot bo sopnratod accu­
rately without oxtonsive procony tosts. They are conibinod in 
3 for this study. The bent solutions obtained for those tTJO 
pairs of equations aro the pairs of quadratic roots: 
q, or q 
and 
. .Mr- x Tw 
73 ^  2 + \f7S ^ 
, , a ^ VIW ?/ ^ - 23 Y <1 or q' • ^ 2 
In neither case has tho necessary third condition or equation 
to solve for three unloiowns boon found but tho situation io 
not entirely hopeless, since the roots cannot be complex the 
discriiainant cannot be loss than zero. Setting; it equal to 
zero provides a rainimum limit on w in each case. Also tho 
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naxiinvm limit on the larsor root may bo reasonably taken at 
ono thus sotting a naximiin limit on w, Taldng these limits 
for the raonohybrid, 
Tf/T 4 Y/T 
lajc. w - (3/i'; 1) , b - -(57^ 
and for tlio dihybrid 
„ « 21 Y - 28 Y/T 
' a^c. vt ^73 - ax) » ^ {7S/3T ~ 
It should bo noted, hov;evQr, that those limits r,iay bo strictly 
imposed only on oxpoctod values of w. Random deviations be­
yond the limits cay readily occur, llio entiro nathoiiuitical 
treatment ^ivon here deals expressl:/ with expected valuus. 
Utility of the solutions obtained must bo judged by their 
somplinc variances finally. These limits set on w hnvo proven 
to bo of considerable value in the analysis of the present 
case while further treatment has been fruitless, Hovrover, it 
oooiiis desirable to present the further treatment briefly be­
cause accurate ovaluations of q, q», and w should pi'ove of 
great value preliminary to cytolocical invostications of such 
oases as the present ono. 
The so^reGatlng Ka plants from a dihybrid ."i are dihybrids 
and monohybrids in the proportions 
2 q q' 2{q ->• q ' ) ^ 
2 + q + q' + 2(q + q») 2 + q + q» + 2(q + q') 
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It seemed that this relation micht provide the necessary third 
condition for a definite solution for q, q*, and w in the Fg 
Generation, Such data were available with cross (1 x 14), 
However, it v<-a3 learned from the Jacobian deteminant that no 
solution was possible. This tost was kindly nade by Dr. L, V/, 
Gaddun of the Florida lixporinient station, who then sugcosted 
that a ccxnbination of the data in throe separate cases sliould 
provide throe independent equations and a definite solution 
for v"!, q', and w, Tlie first choice for this attack was the 
ratio of recessivos to the total nuinbor of procony in each of 
throe cases since the orror involved in oxporimentally dotor-
ininins tUeso ratios is loast. Classification into true breed-
ins and seGTOsating is hasordouo unless very larf^o proconioa 
are srovm. The ratios of recossivo to total progenies in a 
raonohybrid, a dihybrid, and in the F3 progeny of socrogatin/^ 
I-'a plants fron a dihybrid were desicnatod as a, b, and c 
respectively, solution of the throe equations resulted in: 
n + q* o 9b ** Sab ** a 
a + 2ab - 3b 
, wjiij 
" (a + 2ab - 3b)w 
c(b-2ab+a)(21b-20ab-a) 
° - c(l-a)ll-bH21b-S0ab-a) 
- b(a-2ac-t-o) (3b-4ab+a) " 2a(b-'2bc-fo) (9b-8ab-a) 
- b(l-o)(l-a){3b-4ab+a) - 2a(l-c)(l-b)(9b-8ab-a) • 
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Those formulae are apparently corroot nathematically. 
They rork perfectly with hypotlietical cases when no deviations 
from expected values are allowed. Deviations in any one of the 
ratios, a, b, or c which have 50 per cent probability with 
samples of 500 to 1000 throw tho results ontiroly out of line, 
Tlie formulae are of very limited utility, prosunably bocauso 
of onomous size of tJffiir saripling variances. Similar formulae 
might bo calculatod from tho ratios of soGre^^tinft to total 
progeny, or to true broodins procony, or from any sot of tliroo 
independent equations involvin,:; tho throe ujiicnowns, Nono of 
theso other possibilitios have been investigated fully as yot, 
but the probability of finding a more vali;iablo sot of formulae 
appears to be very snail, 
Estimates of q, q', and w wore obtained by calculating 
maximum and minimum w in tho dihybrid ii'a and tho monohybrid F4 
famnios of cross (1 x 14) by tho formulae given above. For 
the K, maximvua wis 0,82 and minimum w is 0,79 while for tho 
monohybrid F4 families maximum v/ is 0,76 and minimum w is 0,73, 
In either caso, for luaxlmun w, q = 1,00, q* = 0,60; v/hile for 
minimum w, q « q* « 0,03. Tho corrected ratios in Table X 
have boon basod on on hypothoaio of q « q* •» 0,03, and w «• 
0,75. There is, unfortunately, no evidence for or acalnst 
equality of q and q', Tho ratios of Fa seedlinf^s, Kg families, 
F4 families, emd F5 seedlings v;ero used to build the hypotliosis 
and are not entirely independent of it. Tests of the 
hypothesis lie in the ratios of F3 seedlings, F3 families, and 
F4 seedlings iJdaich data were not used to calculate q, q*, and w 
Theoretical ratios for later generations vrere also cor­
rected for random deviations and differential productivity in 
earlier generations. The ratio of F3 families was, in addition 
corrected for the proportion of dihybrid families expected to 
produce no recessive progeny and apparently breed true because 
of few progenies tested. Contributions of these factors to 
must of course be eliminated if a fair test of the hypothetical 
values of q, q*, and w is to bo obtained. 
It was possible to malce the above corrections on the 
theoretical F3 ratio with reasonable assurance. Tills ratio is 
presented in Table XL for the entire population and for the 
profjenies of dihybrid and monohybrid Fa plants separately. Good 
fits were obtainod in all cases. The ratios of F3 families 
and F4 seedlinco could not be corrected so accurately and the 
fits obtained wore hardly within the limits of random sanplinj;. 
However, jxidginG the data of Table X as a whole, there can be 
little doubt that the hj^JOthesis of duplicate f^enos vrith defic­
iencies of receasivo cametes and sycotes is correct. It is 
also indicated that the calculated values of q, q*, and w 
which ore measures of those doficienoieo are not creatly in 
error, at least in their resultant. 
Records of yellow seedlln{5s in the other three crosses 
are available only for the r'a and F3 generations. These data 
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are sufficient only to set limits on w and to approxinate q 
and q*. In cross (13 x 14) there vrero 82 I', seedlings of which 
64 green plants were grown to maturity and tested for segrega­
tion with 4,479 Fg seedlings. By tho fomulae given above for 
a dihybrid, maximum w is 0,91 and minimum w is 0.84, Taking 
the maximum value of w, q = 1 and q* =* 0,57, Taking tho mini­
mum value of w, q = q* « 0,78, 
In cross (2x8) there were 212 F, soodlings from throe 
plants of which 190 were grown to mturity and tested for segre­
gation with 13,781 F3 seedlings, Maxinum w la 0,727 and minimum 
w is 0,723, For minimum w, q « q' » 1,00, In this cross the 
proportion of sogrogating plants is sliglitly in oxooss of the 
expected proportion with n « q' » 1, There is no evidence of 
deficiency in q or q*, 
In cross (13 x 8) there wore 146 Fi seedlings of vdiich only 
two were yellow, Ilov/over, the occurronce of yellow plants 
among 6,174 Fg seodlint^o from 121 F, plants is very similar to 
that of tho previous cross, Tho unusual Fa result prevents 
any reasomblo detortainations of limits on w as in previous 
crosses, Tlio proportion of segregating Fa plants is very close 
to that expoctod with q ° q' • 1. Tliore is no evidence of 
deficiency in q or q*. l*wo estimates of w have been mde from 
tho ratios of green to yello?/ plants in the F3 derived from 
the segregating F« plants and in the total F3, In those two 
cases tho proportions of yellow plants are 0,73 and 0,74 of 
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that oxpected with q, q*, and w equal to one, Tliis deficiency 
must be larsoly ascribed to w, and the ratios of yellow plants 
obtained to the nunbers oxpected with a hypothesis of w equal 
to one laay be considered estiniates of w. 
Values of q, q', and w obtained in tho first two crosses 
are quite similar, Tliese crosses involve runner strain No, 14 
crossed with the Spanish strains lie. 1 and Ho, 13, llie latter 
two crosses also behaved similarly but different from the first 
two. They involve runnor strain i;o. 0 crossed v/ith Jpanisli 
strains uo, 3 and No, 13, Doficioncios in q and q' would ap­
pear to bo nssociated vrith strain iCo, 14, The sicnificanco of 
those deficiencies especially in q and q' in relation to ab­
normal associations in nieiosis noted by Kusted (19o3) nust not 
bo overlooked. Howovor, they would seara to bo adequately and 
more sinply o:qplainod by a weakoninc effect of the rocessive 
Gonos in both the c*amotio and zyr:otio staces. nxaninatlon of 
pollen in rionohybrid fainilios has discovered no plants with 
less than 9b per cent of normal appearing srains and little 
variation in the amount of aborted pollen, oOf^rcGatinc plants 
are frequently oliglitly leas productive than true breodinn, 
eroon plants. However, no al^nificant difforoncos between true 
green, dihybrid, and monohybrid Ka plants or fanilies have been 
found. It is possible that the indeterraimto bloomins and 
fruiting habit of the plant enables it to eliminate largely 
the effect of a conaidorable proportion of aborted ovules. 
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v/j.k:;cla. plaiit type 
It was stated above that the Valencia group of peanuts is 
different from other Anorican types in its very sparse branch­
ing habit and by coianonly producing tiiroe or four seeds in a 
nut. Chevalier (1933) has assQinbled the varieties having 
many-seeded nuts into a principal variety, stenocarpa, lie 
lists Tennessee Red and Tennessee Vi'hite but omits Valencia 
w)iioh, as knovm in Ainerica, should bo included as should Porte 
Alegre from Brazil. Chevalier also describes tvro African, forr.is 
with many-seeded nuts. One is stated to have few branches 
which are long, slonder, and prostrate, 3oth are low yieldin^: 
whicli is a comraon character of sparsely branched types, i'er-
haps both are sparsely bx*anched. If so, sparse branching and 
nany-aeeded fruits are constantli' associated in all known 
varieties which possess either charactor, Tlio two oharauters 
have appeared to assort independently in crosses of Valencia 
or Tennessee Red with Gpanish or runner strains, 
•parsely branched peanuts frequently have a central stem 
or rachis in the fruiting cluster up to several inches in 
length. Sometimes a few snail leavos are found at the tip. 
Fruit stalks are borne sin^^ly and alternately along this stem. 
The typical inflorescence of peanuts as described by botanists 
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and foxmd in other forms is a roducod head. The fruit cluster 
consists of one to four ovary stalks with sessile attachment. 
Plants havinc the central sten in the fruiting cluster and 
sparse branching habit have been found amont: the later grenora-
tions of crosses between Spanish and runner peanuts. Such 
plants do not have n\any-sooded fruits necessarily. Their 
analosy with Valencia t^^pe is not easily recocnized at first 
because of their usually Ions, slendor, prostrate branches, 
Valencia nr.d related varieties except the African forns do-
scribed by Chevalier have short, thick, upright branches, Tlie 
type of hybrid plants with sparse branchin.j and central stem 
in the fruit cluster has boon naned Valonoia plant typo. 
There is no inforenco as to tho nuiabor of seeds per nut, 
llie inlioritance of Valencia plant typo has not been in-
vestieated in crosses involvinc any variotieo of tho Valoncia 
group but tho data of a cross of Spanish and Jumbo Runner, 
(1 X 14), are sianjiiarized in Table XI, The record on tho la is 
not knovaa exactly but it is certain that approxiraatoly five 
por cent wore Valonoia typo as was tho caso in othor ci*ooso3 
of Spanish and runner noanuts, ".'/lion tho F3 Gonoration of 
cross (1 X 14) was (pc'own tho sifjnificanco of tho sparsely 
branched plants v/as recognized, soventy-tv/o P3 fanilies wore 
grown to maturity with an Qvovai',e of la plants, Tho occur-
renco of Valencia type plants 3ug;'^ooted duplicate f^ono inhori-
tanco with Valencia type rocossivo. Theoretical ratios bused 
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on that hypothesis are compared v/ith the oxporinental ratios 
in Table XII, Because of the small nvinbor of F3 plants in the 
F, families it was necessary to correct the theoretical ratios. 
This was done by making use of V/arwick's tables (1932), In 
the portion of the table dealing with 13 progeny tested, it is 
recorded that 43 per cent expocted to breed 15:1 would pi'oduce 
no recessive progeny while the other 57 por cent are expected 
to produce dominants and recessives in a ratio of 8,085:1, 
Tliese coiTections were r.-.ade on tho thoorotical ratios in the 
first and second caanurisons of Table XI, Ko correction for 
the monohybrid families vaa necessary. Those corrections are 
not entirely accurate since the number of F3 pro£',ony per i j was 
not constantly 13, A nioro accurate correction could probably 
be made by treating each F3 family separately and summing tho 
eorroctiono. However, tho error in tho r.ethod used tends to 
increase and no false conclusions are likely, 
AKroement of the data with tho hypothesis is quite satis­
factory in three comparisons. It is concluded that Valoncia 
type is a rocossivo character controlled by duplicate cones. 
Peanut varieties of tlu3 Valencia group are probably of tho 
eonotype vai vai vag vag while Spanish may bo assij^ned 
Va^ Vqi va2 vag and ruxmor peanuts vax vai Vag Va.^, ITao 
classification of peanut varieties proposed and used here may 
thus be given additional support. 
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DRiXCIiYTIC DwiVRF PLAIITS 
Brachytlc dtrarf plants wero dlscovorod in a fiold plant­
ing of one i'a family of a cross of Virsinia Runner vfith Tenno-
ssoo Rod, Five other la fanilios of the sane cross did not 
show tho oharactor nor has it appoarod in any othor cultures 
althoush a number of related hybrids has boon .'^rovm. Tho six 
dv/urf plants had sreatly shortonod intomodos, and tho loaf 
rachis was sliortonod so tliat tho tvro pairs of leaflets wore 
found in a cluster. This vras tn^o of first ceodlins loaves 
and of later leaves on the plant, Dlossonis were reduced in 
size with anthers contnining mostly csnpty pollen Grains, 
Occasionally a few fruit stallcs dovolopod to a loncth of an 
inch or noro but no fruit development was found. 
One of tho segroiiatinc, nornal sibs of tho dvrarf plants 
was carried through ajiothor ;;onoration and soodlinc tests nado 
on 17 of its progeny. Five of them bred true and 12 segre­
gated, The 12 segresatins plants produced 393 noraial to 114 
dwarf seedlings. For the tost of this ratio against a ,thoo-
retical 3:1, - 1,71, P =« 0,10, One of thoso soeregatine 
plants was tooted a conoration further, producing seven true 
breeding progeny and 20 socrecating, Tho 20 segregating 
plants produced 394 normal and 139 dwarf seedlings. For the 
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test of this ratio acainst a theoretical 3:1, - 0.33, P = 
0,58, Conbining the numbers breeding true and aecregating in 
the two tests produces a ratio of 12:32, Testing this ratio 
against a theoretical 1:2, = 0,75, P = 0,40, Brachjrfcic 
dwarf bohaved as a single rocossive character. 
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REGRI^.SSIOII TESTS 
Records of the 22 characters listed in the first coluinn 
of Table XII vrere taicen in the i-a, Fg* or generations of 
cross (1 X 14), Records on nearly all of the Gai;io characters 
were tal<en in the la or Fg of crosses (13 x 14), 
(3x8), nnd (13 X 8), Those characters which did not fall 
naturally into definite classes were graded numerically. The 
?3 and F^ records v;ero then avoracod by ia families and only i-a 
values wore used in rosrossion tests. Tho tests v/ero .-iiado by 
the analysis of variance and z tost of Fishor (1950) as modi­
fied by snodecor (1934), Rofsrossions of tho several charac­
ters listed on rest period, seed sfiape, seed coat color, and 
yellow aeedlinss v?ore tested in all four crooaos and, in ad­
dition, reerossions on Valencia plant type wore tested in 
cross (1 X 14), Re:;rea3ion ia uaod hero in t^io broad sonse to 
refer to any typo of aoaooiution or dependence between variables, 
Tho claooification of rest pei'iod above produced 
highly skewed distributions not v/ell suited to analysis of 
variance teato. That mothod of classifying was callod "equal 
interval" because all class intervals were equal except the 
first which was of indoterminate broadth in tho genetic sonoe. 
Transformations of the distributions were mdo by tvro othor 
methods of classification. It v;as necessary in making these 
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transforraations to assumo that tho relative rank of Fa mean 
rest periods was measvired with reasonable accuracy. However, 
no doubt need be entertained of significant To/ressions on 
that account since failure to classify correctly could hardly 
produce spurious regression. 
The first transformation was to a recttmgular distribution 
by taking classes of equal frequency tliroughout. This pro­
vided tests of regression on rank, Tho second transfor:nation 
was an attempt to norsialiae tho distributions by talcing class 
froquoncios proportional to areas of oqual breadth under the 
noitaal curve. It v/as dono by dividing a ran;^e of 2,6 standard 
deviations plus or roinus into equal soctions and calculating 
tho proportionate frequencies from Fisher's Table I (1930), 
Tlio total range of 5,2 standard deviations centered at the 
mean includes a little more than 99 per cent of tho total area 
under tho norml curve. Justification for this transform-
tion lies in tho supposition that distributions of rest per­
iod genotypes are probably not far from norraal type. 
Most of tho teats on rost period v/oro nado v/ith tlie trans­
formed rectangular distributions but a few tests with tho 
other distributions ai'e also sJiown in Table XII, V/hon rost 
period served as tho dependent variable only the actual data 
v7oro used with no transformation and no transformations of 
distributions of other variables \?ero nado in any case. 
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Values of F for tho several tests of recressions on rest 
period in cross (1 x 14) are prosentod in Table XII, Tiio F 
values for tests of recression on seed sliape, seed coat color, 
yollov; seedlincs, and Valencia plant type of tho 22 recorded 
characters in the four crosses have been oiaitted. As shown by 
the colvunn headin^^s each series of F values is listed in two 
columns, "Between" and "v;ithin", to indicate which vnas the 
larccr noan square in tho ratio ?, A sicnificantly greater be­
tween Hoan square indicates tlint increasing variance of the 
independent variable has entailed incroasinc variance of tho 
dependent variable and my be interpreted as proof of regres­
sion, A groator v;ithin noan square indicates that the group 
noans of tho dependent variable are noi'o alike than e:q)octed 
with mndon sonpling. Values of F for the points of five and 
one per cent probability, snodecor (19C>t), aro given at tho bot-
ton of cach column and all values of F in the tablo which ex­
ceed tto five per cent point have been underscored, 
Tho F values of tosts of tlie regressions of tlio two gen­
eration moasuros of root period on each other are highly sig­
nificant v/lth each of the throe nethods of classification when 
JixiGod by tlio criteria applicable with noxmal distributions. 
That they are really ai^^iificant seens probable from a ccmpar-
ioon with othor F values in the tablo v;hich range much smller 
generally, Tlio F values of tlie other tosts which were not 
listed were also much oiaallor. 3i£5iificant regressions of the 
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different Generations of re at period on each other were to bo 
e:>:poctod since strong horitability of the character "."as already 
demonstrated. Perhapo the principal value of these tests vras 
to provide F values derived frou highly skewed distributions 
with strong regressions to compare with other F values also de­
rived from highly sliovred distributions v/hore the order of ro-
gression vras unknom. 
Gono of the cliaractors other tiian rest period also luid 
higiily akovrad distributions, Joed coat color v,as classified 
scxaetinos in ratios approximating 1;2:1 and in other cases the 
ratios approximated 3;1, Valencia plant type has a higlily 
skewed distribution in cross (1 x 14) as nay be seen in the 
first experinental ratio of Table IvI, Tliis character is con­
trolled by duplicate pairs of genes with one pair coming fron 
each parent of the croso; thus it is hardly expected tliat 
genetic regrossions involving Valencia plant typo aliould bo 
found in F., Tlie order of F values obtained vrith characters 
having olcovrad distributions appears not different froii that of 
characters whoso distributions aro generally synnetrical. 
Only a few of the F valuos obtained in tests involving two 
aonarate characters exceed the points of sitT-l^'ictinco and 
those few to no groat o^cfcent. Results of the sovoral tests on 
any pair of cliaractors are frequently inconsistent or contra­
dictory. It night appear, e.g., in Table XII that greater bo-
tv/eon nean squares wore obtained too frequently with both 
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plant wolght and v^eight of nuts to bo ascribed to chanco but in 
the other three crosses no significant F values \7ere obtained 
and the between aoan squares were as often smaller as greater 
than tlie witiiin. 
It is concluded that any regressions vfliich exist botiraen 
the charactors tested must be weak, Tlio significant values of 
F appeared are more probably due to non-nomal distribu­
tions, to errors vjhich my invo occurred in rocordinc OTid calcu-
lating tlie data, or to tho Ga-iiplin,'^ variance of F itself. 
The probability of strong genetic regressions, especially 
with 'nmntitativo charactera, in tho peonut nuat bo sraall, 
Tho nuaber of cliromosonos is larvge, 20 haploid. Also poly­
ploidy, probably tetraploidy, has been suggooted by tho cyto-
logical findings of Husted (1933) and by tho several pairs of 
duplicato genes which have boon reported by Hayes (193a) or in 
the present pupor, Since no strong genetic regressions were 
uncovered it would seem that rigid selection for rost period, 
seed shape, seed ooat color, ni7d probubly noot other characters 
night be practiced with little fear of accvimulating undesirable 
genes, Tho possibility of finding linlcad mrl.ers of rest per­
iod is alnont ontiroly eliminated. 
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SmrARY AIJD G0HCLUSI0M3 
Peanut seeds planted soon after matxirity in conditions 
near optimum for geimination frequently required rest periods 
ranginc up to two years before Gorri'inatinfj, Hest periods v/ere 
apparently duo to necessary physical or chemical chan^jes within 
the seeds which conpriso a process commonly called "after-
ripening", 
Tlio averatie time to tsnerRonco of different strains from 
the Spanish and Valencia of peanuts ranged from 9 to 50 
days while in a more donaant group including runner peanuts, 
A, Nambyciuarae. and ^  Rastolro it ranged from 110 to 210 days. 
Genetic differences between strains within the two groups wore 
doaonstrated to bo very probable. 
Frequency distributions of time to omergenco in pure 
strains and hybrid populations woro highly akowed to tlie left 
with modos at the point of 2oro days rest period in moot cuses. 
The degree of slcowneso was greater in less dormant sainples, 
Intormodiate saraples had two modes, ono of which v/as at aero, 
while the most dormant saiaples had single modes near the cen­
ters of nearly syioiuotrical distributions. 
The mean time to emergence of seeds was intermediate 
and probably slightly greater than the average of the parents. 
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uloans of later genoration hybrids woro considerably bolow the 
mid-points of thoir parents, 
Karked transgrossive SGcregation of Fa fanilies above the 
greater parents was found in four crosscs of Spanish and runner 
peanuts. These soGresations v;ere thoucht to indicate the 
presence of considerably nore CQnlc :.\atorial in the loss dor­
mant parents tlian tols evident in their own rest period tests 
and that a lar{ie part of this nenic material was different from 
any found in the more domant parents. 
The data on rest period suG/^ostod an liypothosis of rest 
period inlxoritance boin{j the farailiar quantitative typo v/ith 
slii^^t dominance of long rest period and a sinclo qualifica­
tion that the zero point of the physical character mi£^lit bo 
found well up on the {ionetic range, 
A sinclo pair of major genes differentiatinc lon^^ and 
short seeds with the heteroxygote intcn.iodiate was demon­
strated in crosses of Spanish and runner peanuts. The results 
indicated thnt seed shape was controlled lareely by maternal 
impression and very little by the gonotypo of the seed. 
Russet seed coat color of runner peanuts bohaved as a 
single dominant to tan color of Spanish peanuts. 
Yellow seedlings appearing among progenies of a number of 
crosses Indicated duplicate gene inlieritance with gx'een fully 
dominant. It was also indicated thnt the genotypes LiLil2l2> 
L1L1L2L2 assigned respectively to the 
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Spanlsii group, to the runnor group and ^  Nambycuarae, and to 
the Valencia croup and Rasteiro^ Deficionoies of recessive 
zygotes were found in both monohybrid and dihybrid pro,•ponies 
in all crosses and in some cases deficiencies of segrerjatins 
plants in proportion to true breeding dominants were also found. 
An attempt to calculate the deficiencies of recessive zygotes 
and of recessive fiaroetes in both sexes was only partially suc­
cessful. IIo explanation of the deficiencies other than lower 
vigor of recessive .quotes and '^ynotos was discovered, 
Valencia plant typo, so nar.ied from its similarity to the 
sparse branching habit of Valencia peanuts, was found anong 
the progenies of several crosses of Spanish and runner strains. 
It behaved as a duplicate gene recessive indicating that the 
parent groups carry alternate pairs of duplicate genes in the 
recessive and doninant conditions, 
A division of the iUnerican varieties of hypogaea into 
three principal (groups: runnor, Spanish, and Valencia v/as pro­
posed and used in the present study. It was supported not 
only by morphological characteristics but also by the distribu­
tion of duplicate genes controlling yellow soodlings. Prob­
ability that the distribution of duplicate genes controlling 
Valencia plant type also supports the classification was in­
dicated. 
?.'.ale-3terile, brachytic, dwarf plants v/ore discovered in 
one i'a faraily of a cross of Virginia Runner and Tennessee Red, 
The charactor behaved as a raonogonic recessive. 
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Analyses of variance of the 22 charactora listed In the 
first colvmn of Tablo XII vrithin and totnoon rost period of 
seeds, need shape, seed coat color, yellow soodlinGS, and 
Valoncia plant typo were conputod. The tests nore nade with 
Fg plants or fanilles in four crosses of Spanish and runnor 
peanuts. I-^on the results of these analyses of variance, 
it was concluded that no slfTiiflcant roGressiona wore present. 
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TABLE I 
Frequency distributions, moans, standard errors, and variances 
of days from planting to emergonoe with nunbors tested 
and gemination percentages in rest period tests 
on loss doiraant, pure strains of peanuts, 
(Frequencies expressed by percentage) 
Pedigree ' Class limits . 
nunibers ' ^ 
l_6 17 37 57 77 _07 1171 
98.9 
100.0 
1.1 
1-32 97,0 
91,7 
1.0 
8.3 
1.0 
7-32 92.7 
92.3 
2.8 l.B 
7.7 
1.8 
12-31 92.9 
90.0 
2,0 
10.0 
1.0 2.0 1.0 
6-31 90.2 
100,0 
6.5 1.1 1.1 1.1 
4-31 96,5 
90,0 10.0 
1.2 
3-31 79.6 
40.0 
3.1 
50.0 
1.0 
10.0 
7.1 4.1 2.0 
7-31 75.8 
30.0 
5.3 
40.0 
3.2 
30.0 
2.1 5,3 1.1 
13-31 63.6 2.0 5.1 5.1 2.0 
10,0 30.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 
•origin of different pedigrees given on pago 9, 
**The second figure of each pedigree indicates the year of the 
test, e,g, 1-31 refers to the 1931 crop of strain No, 1, 
The first lino after each pedigree number includes the data 
on single seeds; the second lino includes the same data 
averaged by mother plants. 

r t ? 1 t 4 
1 'Number* Mean • 3.E. ' Yar- 'Gemi-
^ 1 'tested* 1 »ianco 'nation 
7  1 137 157 177 f 1 t f f 
1 88 9 1 132 91 
I 10 
1 1.0 105 11 2 360 08 
h 
j 
12 
109 11 2 3B1 90 
13 
i . o  
1 
99 
10 
12 2 254 99 
/ 
i 
i 
92 
10 
12 2 210 92 
i 2.3 86 14 3 589 OG 
1 10 
8 , 0  1 2.0 1.0 98 
10 
24 4 1190 98 
1 . 1  i 3.2 1 3.2 1.1 95 10 
28 4 1543 96 
8.0 I 8.1 0.1 5.1 1.0 99 
10 
50 2 427 99 
of tho 
1. 
data 
o. 
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T.IBLE II (a) 
Froquonoy distributions, moans, standard errors, and variances 
of days from planti^ to emergence with numbers tested 
and gemination percentages in rest period tests 
on more dormant, pure strains of peanuts. 
(Frequencies expressed by percentage) 
Pedigree * Class limits 
numbers * 
t 6 17 57 97 137 177 
21*-32** 8,6 5.7 20,0 51.4 8,6 2.9 
50,0 33,3 16.7 
14-32 0.8 6.9 47.3 26.0 16.0 3,1 
40,0 60.0 
14-31 2,4 12,2 31,7 12,2 19,5 19,5 2.4 
20,0 60,0 20,0 
15-31 4,3 4,3 B,7 13,0 34,8 21,7 8,7 
16,7 50,0 33.5 
11-31 3.1 1.0 13,3 15,3 40,8 14.3 4,1 
30,0 40,0 30.0 
0-31 1.0 1.0 3,0 10,1 20.2 40,4 7,1 
30,0 20,0 30,0 
•origin of the different pedigrees given on page 9, 
**The second figure of the pedigree indicates the yenr of the 
tost, e.g. 21-32 refers to the 1932 crop of strain IIo, 21. 
The first line after each pedigroo number includes the data 
on single seeds; the second lino includes the same data 
averaged by mother plants. 

! 
303 
*Nurn1 
*tes' 
257 297 ^7 377 417 457 497 » 
2.9 2.9 3! 
16.0 3.1 
( 
13; 
i( 
19.5 2.4 4; 
20.0 1 
21.7 8.7 4.3 2; 
33.3 I 
14.3 4.1 2.0 1.0 5.1 9! 
30.0 K 
40.4 7.1 9.1 1.0 2.0 3.0 4,0 9' 
20.0 30.0 20.0 K 
)f the ! 
, 21. ! 
3 data 
tq 
i 

1 1 T" ~r 1 
*NumbGr' Mean » S.S. * Var- *Oerrai-
'tested' t •ianoe »nation 
7 377 417 457 497 » » f t » 'k 
35 112 11 3942 63 
6 
131 136 4 2482 63 
10 
41 154 12 5721 91 
5 
23 161 17 6792 77 
6 
1,0 Ji.l 98 170 9 8066 98 
10 
2.0 3.0 4.0 99 210 11 12451 99 
10 

TABLE II (b) 
Comparisons of nore domant strains of peanuts by r.ean difforonces and their stand­
ard errors. (Underscored differences are thou.'^t to bo significant as judced 
by their standard errors and the nornination of the two lots). 
Pedigree 
T" -
» 14-32 
t 
—r — --
' 14-31 
1 
1 
• 15-31 
1 
f 
» 11-31 
1 
—1 
» 8-31 
f 
21-32 24.0 11.4 42.4 15,9 49^1 20,2 58.9 13,9 98^5 15,4 
14-32 25.1 17.7 34,9 10,0 74.5 12.0 
14-31 6.7 20.8 16,5 14,9 56.1 16.3 
15-51 9.8 19.4 49,4 20,5 
11-31 39^6 14.4 
62 
TABLE III 
Frequency distributions, moans, standard errors, and variances 
of days from planting to oinergence with nunbers tested 
and s®mination percentages in rest period tests 
on less dormant and more dorinant pure strains 
of peanuts and their Fi and Fa hybrids, 
(Frequencies expressed by percentage) 
i "' 
Pedigree ' Class linlts 
nunbers ' 
• 6 17 57 97 137 177 r;17 
3X 75,0 10.0 10,0 5,0 
£21 Ho test 
(3X X 2Zl)c\ 50,0 20,0 30,0 
7*•-31 81.1 5.3 6,4 6.4 1.1 
70.0 30.0 
7-32 95.5 3.6 0.9 
92.3 7,7 
3-31 82.7 8.1 6,1 2,0 1.0 
90.0 10.0 
21-32 8.6 5.7 20,0 51.4 8,6 
50,0 33,3 16,7 
14-31 S.4 12,2 31,7 12,2 19,5 
20,0 60,0 20,0 
(7 X 21 )F, 44.7 23,4 19,1 11.7 1.2 
80.0 20,0 
(7 X 14)K. 32,5 44.5 16,8 5,2 1.0 
16,7 83.3 
(3 X 21 )i'. 14.9 34,0 27,7 21,3 11,7 4,3 
33,3 66,7 
•Estlmatod from tho behavior of othor donaant otraina. 
••Records of parent strains repeated from Tables I tmd II, 
Tho first line after each podigreo nuinbor includes the 
data on single seeds; tho second lino includes the aamo 
data averaged by mother plants. 

I 
rs, and variances 
unbers tested 
riod tests 
I strains 
(rids, 
itage) 
— " ! I 1 1 1 r 
dts *lJUiaber' Moon * S,E. ' Var- *Qormi-
' 'tested' » »ianoe 'nation 
137 177 217 257 ' [ » [ « < 
5.0 20 25 
(112-eiD)* 
12 2653 100 
ao,o 10 110 12 1333 100 
1.1 95 
10 
20 4 1543 96 
109 11 2 331 90 
13 
1.0 98 
10 
24 4 1190 98 
0.6 2.9 2,9 35 112 11 3942 62 
16,7 6 
12,2 19.5 19.5 2.4 41 154 12 5721 91 
60.0 20,0 
1.2 
5 
94 
5 45 4 1841 79 
1.0 191 
6 
37 2 1083 86 
11,7 4,3 
• 
94 
3 
Y6 5 2523 76 
noant strains. 
Tables I and II, 
or inoludeo the 
noludes the same 

T/vBLS IV 
Frequency diatributions, noans, standard errors, and variances 
of days from planting to emergence with ntmbers tested 
and GorEiination porcentages in rest period tests 
on Fg and F4 seeds in cross (1 x 14), 
(Frequencies expressed by percentage) 
Pedigree ' 
numbers • 
• 6 17 67 117 167 217 2^ 
1-31=" 98,9 
100.0 
1,1 
1-32 96.2 
91.7 
1.9 
8.3 
1.0 1.0 
14-31» 2.4 2.4 22.0 
20.0 
24.4 
40.0 
31.7 
40.0 
17.1 
14-32 3.8 29.8 
10.0 
47.3 
90.0 
13.7 5.3 
(1 X 14) 
i'a means of 
F3 progeny 34.7 48.6 9.7 4.2 1.4 
i'a means of 
F4 proceny 18.1 58.3 19.4 2.8 1.4 
F3 single 
seeds 60.2 19.4 11.7 5.4 1.6 0.4 
Fg means of 
F4 progeny 30.3 47.6 14.7 3.8 1.9 0.4 
F4 single 
seeds 49.6 28.0 9.8 8.3 2.0 0.7 
•Records of the parent stralno repeated from Tables I and II. 

7 
/ 
! 
Class llialta 
26' 317 367 417 467 517 567 617 
1.4 
0.4 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.3 
0.2 0.4 
0.2  
0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
II. 

h"uiabor » Mean » 3,E. • Var- 'Geroi 
T •fcestQ^ 1 t »iance •natioi 
567 617 667 717 » t i » t c/, 
S3 9 1 132 90 
10 
105 11 2 360 08 
12 
41 154 12 5721 01 
5 
131 136 4 2483 G3 
10 
72 42 3089 
72 47 1819 
0.4 0,2 495 42 4937 93 
944 47 3074 
0.1 0.1 0.1 31029 39 4172 91 
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TABLE V 
Frequency distributions and neans of days from plant ins to einer-
gcnco with numbers tested and gemination porcontages in rest 
period tests on Fa seeds of a representative sample 
of families in cross {1 x 14). 
(Frequencies expressed by percentage) 
" •! '  ^
Fa plant ' Class limits 
numbers * 
» 6 17 67 117 167 217 267 317 
97 97.6 2.4 
10 99.0 1.0 
78 91.5 6.2 1.6 0.7 
55 72.6 21.7 4.7 0.7 0.3 
39 75.0 17.4 7.6 
103 30.3 13.4 3,4 2.2 0.4 0.4 
21 72.0 19.2 6.4 1.5 0.1 
90 56,6 34.3 7,4 1.4 0.2 0.2 
56 72.0 12.0 7.6 6.2 1.4 0.2 0.5 
71 60.6 22.3 12.3 4.4 0.2 0.2 
66 49.4 35.7 6.6 6.0 1.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 
69 39.9 28.6 13.0 17.6 0.8 
94 30.2 45.4 15.4 6.9 1.3 0.5 0.2 
46 28.9 41.6 11.6 15.9 1.6 0.2 0.3 
60 32.5 31.6 12,6 16.5 2.2 0.3 2.0 0.8 
27 19.0 30.1 17.2 26.9 5.0 1.1 0.3 
24 20.4 39.8 15.0 14.3 4.2 2.6 0.3 0.8 
53 20.8 8.7 10.3 37.4 13.7 4.7 2.9 0.8 
75 5.3 23.7 19.8 33.5 9.6 3.0 0.9 0.9 
77 6.7 4.8 10.3 17.9 10.9 5.1 6.7 7.1 

'Number* i.iean'Genr 
'tested* 'natl 
317 367 417 467 517 567 617 ' t 
' P 
596 8 90. 
196 8 72. 
723 12 95. 
749 19 95. 
212 20 95. 
269 21 72. 
781 23 97. 
2 566 27 84. 
5 784 30 95. 
2 942 35 91. 
0.6 545 
607 
39 
44 
97. 
95. 
2 632 51 86. 
3 895 60 95. 
0 0.8 0.8 0.6 357 71 93. 
3 0.3 379 77 76. 
3 0.8 O.S 0,5 0.8 622 90 92. 
9 0.8 0,3 0.3 384 115 96. 
9 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.4 565 123 92. 
7 7.1 4,2 8.3 4.5 6.1 4.5 2.6 312 265 34. 
3 
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T/\BLE VI 
iVnalyses of variance of days from planting to eaergonco in 
the seeds of two most dormant !•, families from 
cross (1 X 14). 
1 f 1 
Source of variation •Degrees of* Sum of • Mean 
* freedom * sauarea * square 
Fa family, GB-'VS 
Total 564 4,541,066,62 8,051.54 
Between F3 families 16 978,490.15 61,155.63 
Within 548 3,502,576.47 6,501.05 
P* - 61,155.63/6,501.05 - 9.41; P{0.05) " ^(o.oi) " 
F, farsily. 63-77 
Total 311 10,085,143.59 32,428.11 
Between F3 families 12 850,112.33 70,842,69 
Within 299 9,225,031.26 30,006,39 
F* • 70,042,69/30,086,39 - 2,29; F(o,05) " 1-79, P(o.Ol) " 2,24 
•F - larger mean square ^ snodecor (1934). 
amallor moan square 
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T/\BLE VII 
Smninary of moans of days fron planting to emergence in rest 
period tests on loss dornant and more dormant, pure 
strains of peanuts and their hybrids. 
—1 r T 1 1 ' ' 't ' ' 1 
Cross • Less ' 
•dormant' 
•parent » 
More dor­
mant par^ 
ent 
'Mean of ' r", 
•parents ' 
1 t 
t V t 
'8 
f f 
t t 
: 
t 
•p 
^4 
3X* X 221 25 (112-210)** (68-118) 110 
7 X 21 19 112 65 45 
7 X 14 19 154 87 37 
3 X 21 24 112 68 73 
1 X 14 10 154 82 42 47 
13 X 14 50 154 102 63 
3 X 8 24 210 117 79 
13 X 8 50 210 130 84 
•Two sister plants from strain No, 3 were used as parents 
for the ten seeds and wore labeled 3X. origins of the 
different pedigrees are given on page 9, 
••No test was obtained on strain No, 221 due to constantly 
poor quality of its soods but it is undoubtedly a more 
dormant typo. 
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TABLE VIII 
sximniary of inhoritance of soed ohape in crossos (1 x 14), 
(13 X 14), (5 X 0) and (13 x O). 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Pedigree « short * Inter-' Long * II » » P 
I 'riQdiate* I J 
63 !•', 
Observed 52 20 72 
Theoretioal(3:l) 48 16 0.29 0.59 
63 F, families 
Observed 25 29 18 72 
Theoretical(l:2:l) 18 36 18 4.08 0.14 
63 Fg 
Observed 596 348 944 
TlieoreticalCSiS) 590 354 0.18 0.66 
68 Fa 
Observed 16 32 16 64 
Theoretioal(l:2:l) 16 32 16 0.00 1.00 
71 Fa 
Observed 54 97 47 198 
Theoretioal(l:2:l) 49.5 99 49.5 0.58 0.75 
74 F, 
Observed 31 60 30 121 
TlieoreticaK 1:2:1 30.25 60.50 30.25 0.02 0.90 
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TABLE K 
StoEmary of inheritance of soed coat color in crosses (1 x 14), 
(13 X 14), (3 X 8) and (13 x 8) 
t » » t i t 
Pedigree »Russet* Inter-' Tan • M ' * p 
I •modtate' . * [ » 
63 7» 
Obsojrvod 50 22 72 
TheorQtioal(3;l) 54 18 1.20 0.28 
63 Ft fanilies 
Observed 22 30 20 72 
Theorotical(l;2:l) 18 36 18 1.44 0,49 
63 Fs 
Observed 564 380 944 
Tlieoretical(5:3) 590 354 3.20 0.08 
d8 »'a 
Observed 48 16 64 
Tliooretical(3:l) 48 16 0.00 1.00 
71 f, 
Observed 147 51 198 
Thooretical(3:l) 148.5 49.5 0.06 0.80 
74 
Observed 92 29 121 
ThGorotical(3;l) 90.75 30.25 0.07 0.79 
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TABLE X 
Sumnary of the inheritance of yellow seedlings 
in cross (1 x 14). 
Pedigree and ratio 
1 ? ? 1 » 
» True » Di- • Mono-* Total* Total 
» f^.reen * hybrid'hybrid* sokt,' p;reen 
63 
i'a, Observed 
Theoretical corrected* 
102.0 
102,2 
Ka fanilies 
Observed 36,0 
Theoretical corrected* 36,0 
Fg, Observed 
Theoretical corrected* 
Pg from dihybrid ?i 
Observed 
Theoretical corrected* 
Fg from Qonohybrid Ft 
Observed 
Theoretical corrected* 
F3 families 
Observed 770,0 
Theorotioal corrected* 723,0 
F4, Observed 
Theoretical corrected* 
F4 families from selected 
monohybrid F3 
Observed 44,0 
Theorotioal (1:2) 39,0 
corrected* 44,0 
F5 from selected 
Observed 
Theoretical (3:1) 
correctod* 
24,0 
10,8 
1£,0 
17.1 
73,0 
78.0 
73,0 
2o.0 
174,0 
216,0 
2726,0 
27?X,8 
064,0 
860 ,0 
337,0 
330.7 
29,031,0 
29,314.0 
2,290,0-
2,040,0 
2,277.6 
•see text. 
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TABLE X 
Inheritance of yellow aeodlings 
n cross (1 x 14j. 
1 i i 1 r — 1 1 i 
» True t Di- » ?.rono-» Total* Total Yollow » N * « p 
* f^.reen * hybrid'hybrid* sofy.*' ptroen J J t 
102.0 4.0 106 
Bd* 102.2 3,8 0.01 0.92 
36.0 24.0 12.0 S6.0 72 
3d* 36.0 10.8 17.1 2.93 0.24 
2726.0 92.0 2,018 
3d* 27?^l.a 96.2 0,19 0.05 
064,0 34.0 098 
3d* 866,0 32.0 0.13 0.71 
337.0 50.0 395 
ad* 330,7 64.3 0,73 0.40 
770,0 174,0 944 
3d* 728,0 216.0 10.58 0.002 
29,631,0 S35.0 30,466 
29,314.0 1,152.0 241.00 0.000 
44.0 73.0 117 
39,0 78,0 0.96 0.32 
3d* 44.0 73.0 0.00 0.99+ 
2,290.0- 430.0 2,720 
2,040.0 680.0 122.54 0.00 
3d* 2,277.6 442.4 0.42 0.53 
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TABLE XI 
Siimnary of the inheritance of Valonoia plant type from the 
Fg generation of cross (1 x 14} 
• Breeding behavior of ' 
• Fa plants • r; 
•All non-» • ' All • 
•Valencia* 15:1' 3:1»Valencia' 
1 T 
f ^2 r 
» • 
* » 
P 
Observed 47.0 S 16 4.0 
Theoretical* 39.5 10 18 4.5 72 
Gmnr.ary of fairdlies 
breeding 15:1 
Non-valoncia Valencia 
4.03 0.25 
Observed 92.0 7.0 99 
Theoretical* 88,1 10.9 
Sumiaary of F# faiailies 
brooding 3:1 
Non-valoncia Valencia 
1.57 0.21 
Observed 174.0 47.0 221 
Theoretical 165.8 53.2 1.64 0.20 
^Corrected for small nuiibors - see text. 
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TABLE XII 
Values of F* in tests for regression of various charactors on 
rest period in cross (1 x 14), with rest period classified in 
groups by three different nothocls as indicated 
Dopondent variables 
• Inden 
rest period oy 1 fnmtllaa 
Equal interval ' Sgual frequenoy 
•Between**»Within • Botv/eon 
Rest period 
Porcont yellow I1I1I2I2 
Seed length 
seed shape 
seed coat color 
Indented seed 
Ruptured testa 
Bluck eyed seeds 
Fill of seeds 
ISiroe-oolled nuts 
Colls per nut 
Cells por plant 
Fertility 
pericarp thickness 
Pubescent pericarp 
Plant weight 
Weight nuts 
Valencia typo 
Stipular spines 
Anthocyanin 
Length of season 
AjigIg of branches 
[P » 0,05) 
& 
2^ 
2^ 
I® 
f3 
f3 
'^2 
% 
'^2 
3^ 
2^ 
3^ 
!^ 3 
2^ 
*^3 S3 
2^ 
3^ 
2^ 
f3 
3^ 
3^ 
f2 
f3 
37.73 
1.01 
1.16 
1.49 
3.53 
2.39 
1.05 
1.14 
1.40 
11.99 
1.15 
1.10 
2.00 
2.74 
7.49 
3.(ju 
1.20 
F, n 
F, (P - 0.01) 
2.16 
2.95 
3.35 
5.80 
1.90 
1.61 
1.41 
2.16 
2.95 
1.65 
1.65 
1.65 
1.35 
1.75 
2.55 
1.15 
1.10 
1.75 
2.30 
2,65 
1.45 
7.35 
T77U 
1.40 
1.45 
1.3G 
2.25 
1.10 
1.05 
3.35 
5.80 
2,  
larger 

! 
Independent variable, dormanoy 
' fflni ro3t period by Fp. families 
oy Normalized » Bqiial inte^al * Equal froquenoy ' Mornallzed 
hln ~ Between * Within ' Between * \iithin * Between * within * Betwoon ' Within 
22.60 
90.47 
1.16 
1.92 
2.50 
3.46 
2.54 
1.05 
1.10 
1.13 
2,56 
iqg 
1.72 
1.50 
2.62 
1.71 
5.48 
1.01 
6.00 
1.15 
1.15 
1.00 
1.15 
1.25 
1.30 
3.10 
tjB 
1.80 
1.15 
1.70 
3.30 
x#jld 
1.85 
2.65 
2*20 
i.tso 
1.40 
1.55 
20.29 
2.16 
2.95 
3.35 
5.60 
2.16 
2.95 
3.35 
5.80 
2.16 
2.95 
1.45 
1.55 
5.40 
1.50 
1.13 
3.10 
1.25 
1.90 
1.20 
1.65 
1.00 
1.10 
1.10 
1,60 
1.15 
3.35 
5.80 
1.40 
2.15 
IS 
1.44 
1.33 
1.57 
1.77 
1.30 
1.02 
1.88 
1.90 
1.94 
1.41 
1.03 
1,08 
1.00 
1.16 
1.26 
1.11 
11.48 
1.60 
1.61 
2.72 
1.32 
1.28 
2.74 
1.69 
1.07 
2.06 
2.16 
2.95 
•got 
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S 
Bay* after harvest ufaen planted 
Tij^ore 1.- Progress of after-rlpenlng measured by tliae from 
planting to emergenoe in llorida Bonner peanuts with different 
conditions of storage: (a) Storage in covered container at 0., 
continoously after harvest; (b) Shed storage at mean tenperatore 
of 20 - 2^0 0.; (o) Shed storage 12 days after harvest, then at 
3° 0.; (d) Storage at 3^ C. continuously after harvest. 
1 
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« 
u 
a  
I 
I 
20 
0 
20 
0 
20 
b 
J 
a 
" 35 70 105 m  1 7 5  210 2l*5 
Days after harvest irtxen planted 
Figure 2.- Progress of after-ripening measored by time 
from planting to emergence in Spanish peanuts, Strain No.l, 
with different conditions of storage: (a) Shed storage at mean 
temperature of 20 - 25° C. continuously after harvest; 
(b) Shed storage Ug hours after harvest, then at 3° 
(c) Shed storage ten days after harvest, then at 3® 0 .  
